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SOCIETY SAYS THAT THERE IS A GLASS CEILING.
OUR WORLD SAYS, WOMXN CAN'T BREAK THROUGH.
IT BLOCKS OPPORTUNITY.
ABOVE IT THERE IS A BLINDING WHITE WORLD.
OUR WORLD SAYS, WOMXN CAN'T BREAK THROUGH.
ALL WOMXN SHOULD BE BORN WITH A SLEDGEHAMMER TO SMASH THROUGH THAT GLASS.
ABOVE IT THERE IS A BLINDING WHITE WORLD.
ALL WE WANT IS GENDER EQUALITY.
ALL WOMXN SHOULD BE BORN WITH A SLEDGEHAMMER TO SMASH THROUGH THAT GLASS.
EQUALITY IS NONEXISTENT BELOW.
ALL WE WANT IS GENDER EQUALITY.
WOMXN'S RIGHTS ARE HUMAN RIGHTS.
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